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Absfmct-Numerous applications rwt on sensor networks. 
Managing such networks in an efficient manner involves solving 
complex distributed computing problems, that problems are 
magnified in ad hoc sensor ne twork  where a limited knowl- 
edge of the topology is avsilable. The two major issues that 
must be addressed simultaneously are, on the one hand, optimal 
sensor allocation and, on the other hand, tolerance to sensor 
and communication failures, which leads to solving dynamic 
assignmenUreconfiguration problems. This paper describes a 
class of solutions that combines the prohlem solving capabilities 
of constraint programming techniques with the properties 
of distrihnted real-time fault-tolerant agreement With such 
solutions, those safety, timeliness and dependability properties 
that define the management problems under consideration. 
The cf6cieney of these solntions arc Illustrated with real world 
examples. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last fifty years, significant advances have led to 

the development of high-performance radars, sonars and other 
detection systems. Finding many essential applications in both 
defense and civilian domains, these sensor systems are based 
on high-performance parallel architechlres coupled with phased 
array antennae of large dimensions. However, most oAen, these 
systems rest on complex and rigid designs, which results into little 
reconfiguration capabilities. 

Opposed to these concepts, a new generation of networked 
detection systems is hading off high-performance with availability, 
flexibility, affordability and survivability. Although these sensor 
networks are inheriting classical Digital Signal Processing (DSP) 
functions (Beam Forming, Fast Fourier Transform or Doppler 
Filtering), they must he rapidly deployed in an ad ha: manner 
into a non-coopentive (not to say aggressive) environment, for 
which an incomplete or uncertain knowledge is available. Subject 
to sensor failures and message losses, these detection systems must 
cmtantly adapt their own organisation to the current environment. 
In fact, these ad hoc sensor networks must constantly optimize 
their mtemal organisation according to the envimnment stress by 
deciding which sensor muter should he part of the active sensor 
subnct. This necessitates dealing at the m e  time with network 
connectivity, communication coverage, information gam and faulty 
Sensors. Furthermore, “igm’ation and assignment decisions 
have to be consistent system-wide. Finally, they must meet perfor- 
mance and feasibility constraints -ref& to as Quality-of-Service 
(QOS). 

These issues can be split into two classes: - Application level issues (CP and Search algorithms), 
System l&el issues (Fault-Tolerant Dislributed Agreement). 

Our approach combines Uniform ConsensnS and Uniform Co- 
ordinatioN (UCSiUCN) with Constraint Propmming (CP) tech- 
niques for solving the sensor subnet management problem in 

terms of information gain or service availability. This approach 
also enables the satisfaction of sensor resource, communication 
coverage and interconnection constraints. In fact, because of its 
combinatorial struchre, subnet management prohlem is equiva- 
lent to NP-hard problems (multi-knapsack, transshipment, perfect 
coupling, . . . ). Constraint Programming has been shown to be an 
efficient approach to model and solve such combinatorial problems, 
even for large scale instances. 

rr.  MANAGING AD HOC SENSOR NETWORKS 

A. Badground 
Applications of ad hoc sensor networks will range from de- 

fense and medicine to agridhxe, and encompass various sensing 
techniques like passive, active methods, dindive antenna, etc. 
These applications lie between the “extremes” of possible sensor 
networks. At one extreme are high performance sonars, radars 
and other detection devices, which rely on parallel processing 
and high-performancc communication devices (crossbar) to execute 
DSP algorilhms on huge damlows [Gne97]. These applications 
cannot be dislribuled on a wide area network. At the other extreme 
are loosely coupled sensor networks, or s m m  matter system 
pCGS031. Berkeley Motes, for example, require vety low power, 
and their processing and interconnection capabilities are very 
limited. 
As for traditional sensing systems, ad hoc sensor networks 

will have to cope with important dataflows resulting from multi- 
dimensional signal processing techniques. In addition to ever 
increasing complexity, ad hoc sensor networks cover large sensing 
area using multiple redundant sensor routers. Therefore, network 
management, which impacts directly the efficiency of a scllsor 
network, must be ensured with limited human supervision. Issues 
that arise from the need for “autonomous management” are further 
complicated with the following requirements: (I)  at all limes, an 
active subnet is maintained. by selecting incoming and outgoing 
sensor routers (or member) according to a changing environmental 
stress, satisfying c o ~ ~ c t i v i t y  constraints as well as optimizing the 
efficiency of the global sensing la& (2) reconligm’ation and man- 
agement problem solving tasks must be achiwed in the presence 
of partial failures. 

As a running example, we consider the monitoring of multiple 
a k s  using sweral adirectional wireless sensor routers of homo- 
geneous resolution and communication power. 

B. Network model 
A network consists of a set of N senson, i.e. elements capable 

of sensing, processing, receiving and sending data concurrently. 
Sensors are not mobile. Sensors in charge of muting functions are 
referred to as sensor routers. A subnet is a connected topology of 
n sensor routers (n < N), a subset of the whole sensor network 
(fig. 1). 
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can be assimilated to the one of a knapsack problem, know 
to be NP-complete. In order to find a feasible solution and to 
potentially maximize the mount of information retrieved by the 
sensor network, a “generate and test” approach can not be really 
applied and it is necessary to solve globally the subnet management 
problem, considering the different criteria as hard constraints. 

This constrained optimization problem can be illustrated with 
figure I .  Supposing that active subnet members {Sl, S2,53, 5’4) 
do not provide enough quality information about targets T2 and 
T3,  any subset of { N l , N Z , N 3 , N 4 }  would improve sensing 
performancc. Supposing, furthermore, that admitting {N3, N 2 )  
would provide more information, tw much communication would 
be generated (since both sensors would communicate data about T 3  
and T4, the new subnet might be saturated by the new t d i c ) .  Ad- 
mitting { N l ,  N 3 )  or synmetricaliy {N4,  NZ), on the other hand, 
would increase significantly information quality about T 2  and T3 
and would generate an acceptable level of communication, provided 
S1 and 5 2  remain in the subnet with their existing links. Also, S3 
and 54 cannot leave the network as they maintain connectivity for 
relaying informations on {Tl,TZ,T3). The question is, how is 
this solution derived, given ,such constraints as broadcast latency 
and resilience (fault-tolerance)? This is a constrained optimisation 
problem crucial to providing QoS. 
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This paper is concerned with subnet management. We make the 
following assumptions: 

1) Sensor muters: Sensor routers are not mobile, but can be 
switched on and off at any stage. They may fail by crashing. Up to 
fmar < n sensor routers may fail during some given time interval.’ 
Sensor routers that do not fail are called correct routers. 

2) Nehvork links: Fully connected, the netwrok allows every 
pair of sensor router to communicate using some wireless technol- 
ogy if their relative distance is below a given coverage Ffi(pSOI]. 
It is also assumed that new links can be created between any new 
sensor router and all its neighbors within a given coverage. 

3) Computational model: We assume a synchronous model 
of computation, i.e. any message sent on a link by a correct router 
at time t is delivered to any other correct router before t + 7.1 

These assumptions are made for the sake of simplicity. In 
fact, it is possible to solve UCS and UCN problems under more 
general (hence, more realistic) assumptions, such as asynchronous 
computational models and message omission failures (lossy links 
and sensors).[LSO3]. 

C. Distributed sensing with ad hoc sensor networks 
A representative example of a h c t i o n  served by a ad-hoc 

sensor network is target detection or tracking. Within the network, a 
subnet of “available” sensor routers cwperate to exchange sensor 
data to track a single or multiple targets. The task is to deliver 
information sensed by any subnet sensor router to every other 
subnet sensor router (for example, plane signatures for Air Traffic 
Contml systems). The aim is that all sensor routers in the subnet 
should acquire the same information about the targets within a 
specified end-bend latency. 

When the environment is changing, the subnet must decide 
which new sensor routers shall join the subnet and which existing 
subnet members shall leave, in order to maximize information 
retrieved from the targets. The set of sensor routers camposing 
the new snbnet must be choosen so that it is fully connected, and 
it satisfies the different criteria relevant to the QoS: . The level of fault-tolerance is acceptable; 

End-bend sensing latency must be lower than a specified 
bound; . Message / processing loads me met 

00 the assumption that target sensing is the only input to 
the network, the subnet must continuously deliver the required 
information in spite of two kinds of environment changes: 

I )  Targets change status (start or stop emining / reflecting 
signals). Target status are broadcasted through the subnet 
with other tracking information. 

2) Sensor routers fail or appear in the environment. When a 
sensor router appears in the environment, its localization 
is broadcasted to all the subnet. All potential link that a 
new sensor router may establish are then deduced from the 
coverage. 

Testing each sensor ronter one by one is not a satisfactory 
approach, because the different criteria involve both members 
of the existing subnet and the set of new sensor routers. Such 
“generate and test” approach has to evaluate simultaoeously all the 
criteria for any subset of the total set of available sensor routers 
(including existing subnet members and new sensor routers), which 
corresponds to Z N  combinations. This combinatorial structure 

‘Typically, the time it rakw to run a W~CNUS algorithm. 
’Bound 7 includes delays due to remtwnissions (for recovering fcam 

wnsmission a”). 

0 ETm- 

This problem can be solved by a single subnet administrator 
or leader. However, the sensor network can be lost if the leader 
fails while making decisions. Therefore, it is necessary to replicate 
the administrator throughout the network, so that a solution to the 
subnet management problem can be proposed by any alive sensor 
router that is part of the subnet, whenever it is required We discuss 
later how to reach such a common agreement, based on solutions 
proposed by each subnet sensor router, even when some of these 
sensor routers are failing. 

D. Decision making criteria 
One of the criteria required for admiting a set of sensor routers 

within the subnet is the measurement of information gain. It models 
the quality of sensor data and can be directly related to the 
antenna gain, Other criteria, later considered as hard constraints 
for admiting a set of sensor routers within the subnet, are essential 
to provide QoS 

I )  Fault-tolerance: The subnet must continue to o p t e  in 
spite of a maximal number of sensor router immediate stops (later 
denominated as fmo.) within a given period of time. 
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2) Lotency of reliable bmadcarts: The sensing latency (the 
time ailer which sensing data are received by all the subnet mem- 
bers) is a very important criterion, which depends on the delays 
of reliable broadcasts. Overheads due to connectivity maintenance 
and reliability mechanisms must also be included when modeling 
the latency criteria. 

3) Network andpmcessor utilization: Message loads (sen- 
sors and the network) and processing loads must not exceed 
specified bounds, in order to avoid congestions or thrashing. 

111. OUR SOLUTIONS 
Constraint Programming has been shown to be an efficient 

framework for desig-aing solving algorithms that can cope with 
large scale combinatorial problems. However, the decision mak- 
ing capability that such algorithms provide has to be distributed 
throughout the network in order to be fault-tolerant. During the 
decision making process, losses of partial Computations arising 
due to partial failures must be masked. Existing distributed con- 
straint satisfaction algorithms, like Asynchronous Weak Commit- 
ment Search wok951 do not adckess fault-tolerance, but rather 
data privacy. Essentially, the novelty of ow approach lies with 
combining Constraint Programming and Distributed Fault-Tolerant 
Agreement. 

In ow approach, any sensor router proposes a solution to the 
subnet management problem, using a constraint solving algorithm. 
Solutions obtained by the different sensor routers can be different 
for many reasons: . constraint solving can be interupted at different times (see 

section 5 III-B.3), providing solutions of different qualities; . choices conceming the ad-hoc sensor architecture can gen- 
erate different instances of the subnet management problem 
(depending for example on data sensed locally and data 
collected from other sensor routers); 

Hence, a global agreement on the set of proposed solution 
must be reached, so that a global decision can be applied to the 
whole subnet, in spite of sensor router failures. In the distributed 
algorithms community, a lot of work has been conducted over the 
last ten years in the area of distributed and fault-tolerant agreement 
[Lyn96]. It h m s  out that many solutions devised for distributed 
fault-tolerant agreement are solutions to our problems. Of a partic- 
ular interest for ad hoc sensor networks, reliable broadcast, atomic 
broadcast, uniform consensus and uniform coordination belongs 
to this class of problems. Furthermore, their complexity is vastly 
smaller, and their speed much higher, than that of solutions strictly 
based upon application-level semantics. 

A. Dirtributed jault-tolerant agreement 
For our purposes, we need to consider two kinds of agreement 

only. One is known under the name of Consensus, the other under 
the name of Cwrdination. 

The generic specification of Consensus is as follows. Initially, 
every pmcessor (sensor router) has some solution to the subnet 
management problem, which is sent as a Proposition to every other 
processor (via a broadcast protocol). When “enough” Propositions 
have been received, a processor chwses one of these Propositions, 
referred to as a Decision. A Decision must be (I) uniqu+the 
same for every correct pmcessor, (2) some initial Proposition. This 
pmblem is far from being trivial, when one assumes failures (e.g., 
a broadcast may be incomplete, hence any two processor “views” 
may differ by up to f-. Propositions). 

Uniform Consensus (UCS) is Consensus with the additional 
constraint that the Unicity property (Decision) applies also to 
processors that are about to fail. In fact, the only variants of 

agreement pmblems that make sense in reality are the uniform 
versions. Until recently, it was believed that the worst-case lower 
bound for UCS is ( fm.. + 1) 4, where D is the upper bund  
for interprocessor message passing delays. In m021 ,  one shows 
that the worst-case lower bound can be smaller, and one gives 
a UCS algorithm that is worst-case time optimal. Basically, for 
most common cases, i.e. failure-free m, UCS is achieved in 
D, which is the absolute worst-case lower bound. The worst-case 
upper bound for UCS is d. fmDI + D, where d is the maximum 
delay for detecting sensor muter failure (and in practice, d << D). 
These results also apply to reliable broadcast and atomic broadcast 
[ALTO2]. In section 5 111-C, we show how these constraints can be 
part of the subnet management problem model. 

The generic specification of Uniform CoordinatioN (UCN) is as 
follows. Initially, every processor has some solution (the result of a 
constraint solving algorithm, in our case), which is sent as a Con- 
tribution to every other processor (via a broadcast protocol). When 
“enough” Contributions have been received, a processor performs 
some computation out of these Contributions (an “aggregation” of 
partial computations), which results into a Proposition. Then, UCS 
is to be solved, initial solutions being the computed Propositions. 
Thanks to the Unicity property, only one “aggregated” (global) 
computation will be decided system-wide. For most common cases, 
using optimal UCS, UCN is achieved in ZD, which is the absolute 
worst-case lower bound. 

Clearly, UCS solves our dynamic subnet reconfiguration or 
subnet membership problems propositions are names of sensors 
“seen” as g o d  new sensor routers, or sensor muters to be excluded 
from the subnet). 

UCS and UCN rest on constructs known under the name 
of Unreliable Failure Detecton [CT96], denoted FDs. One may 
implement F D s  by having every pmcessor broadcast ‘’I am alive” 
messages more or less periodically. Whenever a processor p has 
not been “heard of’ in time by processor q. p is added to the list 
of ‘suspects” maintained by q. Lists of ‘“spec&’’ are inconsistent, 
usually. Various FD semantics have been defined, the most popular 
being the Simng FD and the Perfect FD. Surprisingly (maybe), even 
though lists of suspeas may be different for any two processors, 
it is possible to solve agreement problems with FDs. 

Fast FDs WOZ], UCS and UCN algorithms are currently being 
implemented by a satellite manufacturer, to be delivered to ESTEC 
(European Space Agency) summer 2003, and made available to the 
Eumpean space indusm. 

B. Using Constraint Pmgramming 
Informally, the Combinatorial structure of the subnet configura- 

tion problem can be compared to constrained multi-knapsack, han- 
shipment or perfect coupling problems. Extensions of Constraint 
Programming (CP) that include Operation Research methods have 
been demonstrated to be powerful frameworks for formulating and 
solving such difficult multi-lolapsacks pmblems. By combining the 
modeling capabilities of CP, arc-consistency techniques, branch and 
bound and efficient dynamic solving methods, it is possible to cope 
effectively with difficult pmblem instances. 

I) Constraint-baredmodeling: Model-based constraint solv- 
ing (MBS)  exploits different representations of a problem shucture. 
The modelling process starts by capturing the problem invariants, 
and refines this using several approximations, sufficient conditions 
and abstractions. A model consists of consmints and mathemat- 
ical variables that represent partially or totally the problem to 
be solved. By logical composition of multiple models, partially 
overlapping, a global formulation of the whole pmblem emerges. 
When considered separately, each model can be viewed as a relaxed 
formulation of the global problem. An MBS approach is required 
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to formulate and compose the different dimensions of QoS. A cost 
function can be part of the modelling, generally relying on branch 
and bound algorithms. Models and conshaints defining the subnet 
management problems are described in section (5 III-C). 

2) Constraint solving: In constraint programming, inference 
involves propagation algorithms, such as Arc-Consistency (AC). 
These algorithms perform domain filtering by maintaining feasi- 
ble assignments (AW), or by reducing variable domains (ACS), 
both of which can be performed in polynomial time. However, 
to solve the subnet management problem, such methods must 
be supplemented with other techniques, e.g. column generation 
or dynamic programming using graph structures. Arc-consistency 
algorithms aTe incomplete since they stop at a fixed point when the 
set of variables becomes arc-Consistent, which does not guarantee 
that a solution exists in the resulting variables domains. To filter 
consistent variable assignments, hybrid algorithms are developed. 

3) Hybrid sea& algorithms: Therefore, search algorithms 
have to be designed for completing constraint solving, by exploring 
consistent or inconsistent assignment of variables. Using a CP 
framework, solving methods consist in filtering consistent assign- 
ments of the set of variables, by exploring search trees. Optimiza- 
tion schema, such as branch and bound or iterative deepening can 
also be combined with the solving method. 

In addition, these search algorithms must operate in a dynamic 
environment, where part of the solution already exists and has to 
be adapted to a new input. This is required when adapting the 
subnet to environment changes and trafiic demand. Anytime search 
methods can provide a solution of inneasing quality. Examples of 
such methcds are: . Probe Backhacking (PB)[SWOO], which repairs a tentative 

assignment to the set of variables. Such assignments are 
calculated by relaxing some of the model mnstraints. PB has 
been used for solving tra5c placement problems in wide area 
networks. 
Repair Algorithms (RA) MOO] [lRR94], which approximate 
incrementally feasible variable assignments by minimizing the 
degree of inconsistency. A repair algorithm typically starts 
h m  an existing, but inconsistent solution. Repair methods 
are widely used in the planning and scheduling communities. . Valued Constraint Satisfiction Problems (VCSP), which as- 
sociate a priority to each constraint model. Constraints are 
satisfied in an order compliant with priorities. VCSP is used 
to solve aerospace planning problems (considering highly 
dynamic environment). VCSP belongs more generally to the 
class of Soft Constraints, that finds many applications in the 

Such algorithms proceed inmental ly  and can he intenupled at 
any time, providing a solution of a given quality. This approach is 
likely to provide the requisite flexiiility for subnet management to 
be executed in a dynamic environment. Section (5 III-C.5) describes 
such algorithms. 

C. Overview af the solving method 

experimented in ECLiPSe pVNS971 that provides a constraint 
solving library based on A01 and AC5 as well as fac 
incremental search techniques. 

Various options can be envisaged to model the subnet manage- 
ment problem. For illustrating our approach, we give the main 
conskaints that model subnet problem, with the network sensor 
gain as a cost function. 

Decision variables X, E {O,l} ,  0 6 p < N, model the set 
of sensor routers that may be admitted in the group. When X, 

mdushy. 

Both problem model and search algorithm are developed and 

is positive, sensor router p is considered active subnet member. 
Additional decision variables k;' E {0, l}, 0 6 p < N, 0 5 t < 
T model targets allocated to processors. Constant T is the number 
of tarpets detected when solving the management problem. When 
Yp is positive, target t is allocated to sensor router p. 

I) Allocation constraints: Allocation constraints guarantee 
the consistency of target allocation in the following terms: 

Each target is allocated to on active subnet member of the subnet: 

Qt- P Yp 6 XP 
Each subnet active member can follow a limitednumber of targets 
T,,,= E N (which is a constant) at the same time: 

2) Connectivily consnaints: For simplicity, only connectiv- 
ity and delay constraints are modeled, hut bandwidth capacity 
constraints can also be given in similar ways: 

To mmme aful/y connected topobgx the distance between every 
pair of active subnet member does not ereeed constant C E 
R (where euclidean distances d@,p') E W between each pair 
of sensor murers @.PI) are consiakred constant and known at 
pmblem solving time): 

VP-P', min(X,,Xfl).d@,p') < C 

3) Duration and j i l t - tolerance constraints: Dumtion D, 
for bmdcasting tmget informationsf" active memberp mwf  be 
lower than a specijied amout of time D,,,. Communication time 
depends on data volume (e.g. related to the number of track and 
an arbirrary constant K E W and the marimal d i s m e  between 
two active subnet members. This l e d  to the following non-linear 
constraint: 

VP? Dp < Dma=* 
Dp = maz,,p.(min(X,, Xfl).d(p,p')).X. ET;' Yp' 

In case of reliable b d c m t ,  worst case dumfion of reliable b d  
cast B is i m r e d  wing failure detection delay d. Reliable b d c a s t  
murt not aced a spec$ed Ialency BmaZ (again, constant K' E R 
is arbitrary given, and K' << K). 

Vp, Bp < B-=, Bp = D, + fm...d, 
d = mnz,,,,(min(X,,X,,).a@,p')).K' 

Similar constraints can also be stated to consider the response-time 
of ucs or UCN. 

4) Maximizing ad hoc sensor gain: Finally, the global gain 
G of the network is maximized using the following linear function: 

where a@, t )  E W is the euclidean distance between the sensor 
router and the target, actually considered known and constant at 
problem solving time. Constant g is an elementary gain 
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5J ConsIrain1 solving merhod: The constraint solving algw 
rithm must instantiate variables X, and Yp in order to maximize 
the network sensor gain C. These variables constitute a Proposition 
to be processed by UCS or UCN. We assume that the same solving 
algorithm is replicated on each sensor routcr. The algorithm uses 
a combination of branch and bund. RA and PB Probing values 
are derived from the solution that has k e n  consistent before the 
subnet environment c h g e d .  This provides an anytime behavior to 
the solving technique. 

Inconsistent assignments are repaired using a depth-tint scxch 
algorithm Figwe 2 illustrates the uadc-offs between search re- 
S ~ N C  time and cotnplemcss on a specific problem instance ( 5  
tracks and 6 sensor routers). An optimal solution is found aner 5 
seconds using a complete repar search, but is rate of improvment 
is lower than a non-complete repair search. 

Fig. 2. solving fk subnet m o ~ g e m m t  pmblem wifh " p o i ,  OlgorirhmF 

Figure 3 represents the gain of an ad hoc sensor network subject 
to a set of failures. These results are obtained by simulation. Each 
event represents a solving step followed by a dishibuled agree- 
ment. Both algorithms keep the network alive, but the complete 
repair search provides better network optimization throughout the 
execution. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have proposed an approach to ad hoc sensor network 

management which combines constraint solving techniques and 
fault-tolerant distributed agreement algorithms. To provide dynamic 
subnet management decisions in spite of sensor router failures, 
we have introduced a repair-based solving method that is dis- 
tributed over the network using UCS or UCN. Lastly, in order 
to provide Quality of Service, we have also illustrated how to 
model connectivity and latency constraints resulting from sensor 
data broadcasting, UCN and UCS. Our approach provides multiple 
methods for designing ad hoc sensor network architectures as well 
as new ways to compromise fault-tolerance and perfomanccs. 
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